State Of The Art Design Features

1. Manufactured for standard 35-mm wide DIN rails
2. Bronze alloy spring serves two purposes – secure retention of all keystone jack types, and grounding contact and path for screened jacks
3. Clear plastic labeling window
4. Front hinged hatch protects keystone jack from damage and contamination when it is not used
5. Swinging cassette with latching mechanism allows quick and easy installation and removal of the keystone jack

6. Installation does not require special tools or threaded fastening – the module snaps-on the DIN rail
7. Cable entry points are equipped with noses supporting required cable bend radii and protecting cables from deformation
8. Equipment or patch cord connection angle provides for cord stress compensation caused by the cord’s weight

Contact our Technical Support today for any additional questions:

techsupport@signamax.com or 1.800.446.2377